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SMS 13.2 Tutorial 

Converting Datasets to Rasters 

Objectives 

This tutorial demonstrates how to convert datasets into rasters. 

Prerequisites 

 SMS Overview 

 Data Visualization 

 GIS 

 Raster to Flood Depth 

Requirements 

 Map Module 

 Mesh Module 

Time 

 10–20 minutes 

v. 13.2 
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1 Introduction 

This tutorial demonstrates creating rasters from datasets on a mesh. 

Rasters can be used as an alternate format for visualizing spatial data and may have 

specific applications in GIS operations. 

SMS contains a tool to convert datasets computed by SRH-2D into rasters that can be 

used in GIS applications. To create a raster from a dataset, SMS requires a mesh with at 

least one dataset. The tool can make use of an elevation raster to define the target raster 

size and resolution. If an elevation raster is used, SMS can also make use of a user 

specified water surface elevation to define the active region (wetted region) as described 

in the “Raster to Flood Depth” tutorial. 

The data used in this tutorial is from the South Platte River in the state of Colorado in the 

United States. The water surface elevation dataset was generated using SRH-2D. The 

tutorial begins with a completed SRH-2D simulation. 

2 Getting Started 

Start by importing a project file containing the data for this site: 

1. Launch the SMS application.  

2. Select File | Open… to bring up the Open dialog. 

3. Select “Project Files (*.sms)” from the Files of type drop-down. 

4. Browse to the data files folder for this tutorial and select “SouthPlatte.sms”. 

5. Click Open to import the project and exit the Open dialog. 

The project should appear similar to Figure 1. 
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      Figure 1      Initial project 

3 Reviewing the Existing Project 

Take a minute or two to examine the data included in this project. It includes: 

 A mesh of the region. If you are interested turn on the display of mesh elements 

and note the increased resolution along the hydraulic features. 

 An SRH-2D simulation of the flow in the domain representing a flow with a 

return interval of 500 years. This includes the standard output datasets from an 

SRH-2D hydraulic simulation. 

 An elevation raster of the terrain including both topography and a representation 

of bathymetry in the low flow channel. 

 Display themes associated with the SRH-2D solution data sets. 

4 Creating Rasters 

With the SRH-2D simulation and solution, the Datasets to Rasters tool can be used. To 

use the tool, do the following: 

1. Right-click on the “   Q500 3D Bridge” simulation and select Tools | Datasets 

to Rasters (Beta)... to open the Datasets to Rasters dialog. 
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In the top section of the dialog, note that the second column of the table is populated with 

all of the datasets for the mesh used by the selected simulation. These are identified by 

the geometry name and the complete path to the dataset in the form “Mesh/Dataset 

Path/Dataset Name: Time step” for all datasets associated with the mesh used by the 

selected simulation. (Note: if the mesh is used in multiple simulations, all will appear in 

this list.). The third column of the table is populated with default target file names for a 

raster for each dataset. The target directory for new rasters is specified at the top of the 

dialog. 

2. Click on the cell in the Dataset Name column for the “Vel_Mag_ft_p_s” dataset 

to bring up the Select Dataset dialog.  

If the dataset has multiple time steps, the user can choose the desired time step to be 

converted to a raster in the bottom of the dialog.  

3. Click Cancel to close the Select Dataset dialog. 

4. Click on the cell in the Raster Filename column for the “Vel_Mag_ft_p_s” 

dataset to bring up the Select Raster Filename dialog.  

The user can change the target filename to be created for this dataset. 

5. Click Cancel to leave the file name as the default and close the Select Raster 

Filename dialog. 

6. Turn on the check boxes in the Select column for the “Vel_Mag_ft_p_s”, 

“Water_Depth”, and “Water_Elev+Pressure_ft” datasets.  

This instructs the tool to create three separate rasters. 

In the section directly below the table, note the dialog boxes to specify the number of 

cells and/or cell size for the target rasters.  

7. Enter a Cell size of “2” and note that the number of cells in each direction update 

to provide enough cells to cover the mesh. 

8. Turn on the Define geometry from selected elevation raster geometry option.  

This disables (dims) the edit fields for number of cells and cell size because now the 

target size of the raster will come from an existing raster.  

9. Next to Elevation raster, click the Select… button to open the Select Raster 

dialog.  

10. Select the “Terrain+Stamp.tif” raster and  

11. Click OK to close the Select Raster dialog.  

Note that the cell size and number of cells have been filled in. 

12. Turn on the Specify WSE data to define active raster region option.  

This allows the user to select a water surface function. SMS will use that function 

(extrapolated to cover the elevation raster) to define areas of positive depth. This will 

truncate the dataset to the wet edge of a partially wet cell and extend the dataset beyond 

the edge of the mesh to approximate the flooding extent. 

13. In the combo box that was activated in the previous step was enabled, select the 

option “Interpolate WSE raster from existing WSE dataset”.  

This instructs SMS to create a raster from the selected dataset. 
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14. Nest to WSE dataset, click the Select… button and the Select WSE Dataset 

dialog appears.  

15. Select the “Water_Elev+Pressure_ft” dataset.  

16. Click OK to close the Select WSE Dataset dialog. 

17. Click OK to close the Datasets to Rasters dialog. 

The SRH-2D Datasets to Rasters tool will begin processing. It may take a minute or two 

for the tool to finish running. (It is creating multiple rasters.) When the process is 

complete the progress dialog closes unless there has been an error or warning, or the user 

turns off the option for the dialog to automatically close. 

The three new rasters will be loaded into SMS: “  Q500 3D Bridge (SRH-

2D)_Water_Elev+Pressure_ft.tif”, “  Q500 3D Bridge (SRH-2D)_Water_Depth_ft.tif” 

and “  Q500 3D Bridge (SRH-2D)_Vel_Mag_ft_p_s.tif”. 

5 Viewing the Results 

Now, review the new rasters by doing the following: 

1. In the Project Explorer, right-click in an empty space and select Uncheck All. 

This turns off the mesh and all other objects, clearing the display. 

 

Figure 2     The Water elevation + pressure raster 

2. Check on the “  Q500 3D Bridge (SRH-2D)_Water_Elev+Pressure_ft.tif” 

raster and review the information in the raster. 
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3. Uncheck “  Q500 3D Bridge (SRH-2D)_Water_Elev+Pressure_ft.tif” and 

check one of the other new rasters. 

If desired, turn the mesh on and off with the dataset corresponding to the raster active to 

compare the two. Also, it may help to zoom into various sections of the domain to note 

the different changes to the wet/dry boundary. Turn off the raster after reviewing so it 

does not hide the next raster display. 

6 Conclusion 

This concludes the “Datasets to Rasters” tutorial. As noted, this tool provides for the 

creation of rasters (images) that represent the datasets computed on a mesh. The tutorial 

has demonstrated: 

 Using an existing elevation raster to define the size and resolution of the target 

rasters. 

 Using an extrapolated water surface data set in combination with the elevation 

raster to determine the wet area. This can trim the area if the cells in the mesh are 

only partially wet (the water level in the cell is lower than some of the elevation 

pixels in the cell) and can extend the area if the mesh is wet at the edges. 

If desired, experiment with the dataset to raster options by specifying other target 

resolution and performing the operation without a water surface dataset. 


